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This afternoon seminar brings together a distinguished group of speakers to discuss the state of 
privacy, surveillance and the different approaches shown by governments across the Atlantic. 
Offering distinct American, German and Danish perspectives. The seminar marks the publication of 
a new book offering a comprehensive analysis of the response to intrusive data collection efforts by 
the US National Security Agency. This timely volume documents and critically engages with the 
profound differences concerning privacy and intelligence-gathering that opened up between the U.S. 
and Europeans after Edward Snowden’s dramatic revelations.  In nearly 30 contributions from 
leading scholars and practitioners in the fields – from both sides of the Atlantic – the book both 
advances the thesis that privacy is a socially contingent interest and explains the social foundations 
that lead to strong differences on that issue in the U.S. and Europe.  The book unfolds in several 
sections:  contributions generally reframing the issues of privacy and security in the post-Snowden 
era; two remarkable chapters pointedly framing the nature of the transatlantic dispute; a diverse 
collection of views on the law and policy of the NSA-Affair from the U.S. and Germany; 
commentary reflecting on the international and supranational legal implications of these issues; and 
several cultural studies chapters considering the social framing of these issues in the U.S. and 
Europe.  This is the comprehensive record and incisively critical assessment of the NSA-Affair. 
 
The panellists are:  
Mr. Ronald Lee, the former General Counsel of the NSA and former Chief of Staff of the Central 
Intelligence Agency and now a partner at a major US law firm,  
Professor Russel Miller of Washington & Lee University in Virginia and editor of the book, 
Dr. Stefan Heumann of Stiftung Neue Verantwortung in Berlin, a major German think tank focussed 
on issues of digital governance, and  
Professor Peter Blume and Associate Professor Ebrahim Afsah from our own law faculty. 
 
[Add links to their respective websites through their respective names: 
http://www.apks.com/en/people/l/lee-ronald-d 
https://law2.wlu.edu/faculty/profiledetail.asp?id=248 
https://www.stiftung-nv.de/person/dr-stefan-heumann 
http://jura.ku.dk/ansatte/forskningsomraadet/?pure=da/persons/61550 
http://jura.ku.dk/ebrahimafsah 

 
The seminar is offered in conjunction and as part of the instruction in the course “States of 
Emergency” offered by Ebrahim Afsah.  
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[Please add a link to the course page through the words “States of Emergency” 
http://kurser.ku.dk/course/jjua54039u/2016-2017 ] 
 
Attendance is open to the public. Afterwards there will be an opportunity to mingle with the 
panellists over some complimentary wine and cheese.  
 
[Insert programme that you already have] 
 
  
Panelists:  
[perhaps make a link to this information on a separate website, use the word “panellists” in the 
beginning of the second paragraph as the link] 
 
Russell Miller (moderator, confirmed) 
Russell Miller teaches and researches in comparative law and theory at the Washington & Lee 
University School of Law (Virginia).  His work focuses in particular on German legal culture and 
constitutional law.  He is the co-author of the leading English-language commentary on the German 
constitution [The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the Federal Republic of Germany (with Donald P. Kommers) 
(Duke Press 3rd edition 2013)].  He has also published in the area of national security [US National 
Security, Intelligence and Democracy (Routledge 2009)].  This expertise means he has played a prominent, 
informal role as an interlocutor between the U.S. and Germany in the NSA-Affair.  He has testified 
before the Bundestag’s Committee of Inquiry and consulted with members of Congress.  He has 
consulted with the intelligence services in Germany and the U.S.  He has contributed to and been 
featured in the media on these issues (including in Der Spiegel and the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung).  
He has lectured and published widely on privacy and intelligence-gathering in the years since 
Snowden’s revelations. 
https://law2.wlu.edu/faculty/profiledetail.asp?id=248 
 
 
Ronald D. Lee (confirmed) 
Ron Lee is a partner at Arnold & Porter, Kaye Scholer, a major US law firm. Ron advises and 
represents clients in national security, cybersecurity and privacy, and government contracts matters. A 
former General Counsel of the US National Security Agency 1994 to 1998 and Associate Deputy 
Attorney General of the US Department of Justice 1998-2000, he helps companies and individuals 
structure, negotiate, and protect their commercial and compliance relationships with key national 
security and cybersecurity government agencies and customers. He represents clients in compulsory 
process and voluntary requests for information; big data and privacy, electronic surveillance and 
computer crime matters; risk management and corporate governance; and security clearance matters. 
Mr. Lee was Chief of Staff of the Central Intelligence Agency in 1996. He served as a law clerk to 
Justice John Paul Stevens, United States Supreme Court and Judge Abner J. Mikva of the United 
States Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia Circuit. 
http://www.apks.com/en/people/l/lee-ronald-d 
 
 
 
Stefan Heumann (confirmed) 
Stefan Heumann is a member of the board of the think tank Stiftung Neue Verantwortung, 
Previously he led the project on a “European Digital Agenda” and has published widely on national 
and international digital policy, inter alia in The Economist, Die WELT, The New York Times, 
Spiegel Online, der Süddeutschen Zeitung, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Financial Times und 
Netzpolitik.org. From 2011–13 he has been in charge of outreach and public relations for the US 
General Consulate in Hamburg, dealing especially with issues involving foreign and security policy, 
energy, and societal and technological change. Stefan had taught and researched political science as an 
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Assistant Professor at the University of Northern Colorado, after having completed degrees from the 
Freie Universität Berlin, the Université de Provence in Aix-en-Provence and the University of 
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. 
https://www.stiftung-nv.de/person/dr-stefan-heumann 
 
 
Peter Blume (confirmed) 
Peter Blume is Professor of Law at the Faculty of Law of the University of Copenhagen and attached 
to the Centre for Public Regulation and Administration.  
http://jura.ku.dk/ansatte/forskningsomraadet/?pure=da/persons/61550 
 
 
Ebrahim Afsah (confirmed) 
Ebrahim Afsah is an Associate Professor of Public International Law at the University of 
Copenhagen. He is the convener of this seminar.  
http://jura.ku.dk/ebrahimafsah 

 

 
 
 


